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MIL-B-17757E
AMENDMENT-2
19 October 1981
SUPERSEDING
Amendment-1
10 April 1978

MILITARY SPECIFICATION

BOXES, SHIPPING, FIBERBOARD (MODULAR SIZES)

This Amendment forms a part of Military Specification MIL-B-17757E, dated
16 September 1974, and is approved for”use by all Departments and Agencies of the
Department of Defense.
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1.2, line 10, after “200”: Delete and substitute “, 275 and 350”.
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* 2.1, under STANDARDS MILITARY: Add “MIL-STD-1188 - Commercial Packaging of
Supplies and Equipment”.

2.2 Delete.

●
3.1, line 2, after “grade”: Add “(see 6.4)’”.

line 4: Delete “at the option of the supplier” and substitute
“for SW, or B and C flute for DW.”
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3.3, lines 3 and 4: Delete “or DW as specified (see 6.2), A or C flute” and
substitute “(Aor C flute) or DW (B/A or C flute).”’

Line 7: Delete “V15C”.

Line 8: After “flute” insert “or grade V15C, B/A or C flute”.

* TABLE 1, under style, opposite sizes 2, 2A, 3 and 3A: Delete “CSOSC’zand

“CSOSC-L” and substitute “RSC’”and “RSC-L”, respectively.
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* 3.5.2 Delete and substi.tuce: “3.5.2 Style RSC~ regular slotted container. This
box shall be in accordance with figure 2 of PPP-B-636. The box shall be scored and
slotted to form a body piece having four flaps far closing each of two opposite
faces. The flzps along the longer ezge of the box openings are the outer flaps and
those a].ong tl.1~shorter edge are the inner flaps. Flaps shall not project beyond
the edge of the box. All flaps shall be equal Iengtha amd the outer flaps shall meet

when closed.”
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4.3.2 (cent’d), under Style CSSC, add the following defect: “Stitching not as
specified”.

* In “lixatine”column: Delete “Style CSOSC” and corresponding defects and
substitute:

“Style MC !’iotin accordance with figure 2 of PPP-B-636.
Inner or outer flaps over-lap. Odter flaps do not completely
meet leaving an opening greater than 1/4 inch’between flap
ends. Inner and outer flaps not of equal length.”

*
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*

4.3.4 Delete title and substitute: “Packaging inspection.”
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4.3.4 (cent’d), line 1, after “incorrect”. Insert “omitted””.

5* Delete title and substitute *’PACKAGING”.

5.1$ line 1: Delete “C”’and substitute ‘°Commercial’”.

5.1.3 Delete and substitute:

“5.1.3 Commercial packin~
NIL-STD-1188.”

130xesshall be packed in accordance with
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5.1.4.2, line 6: Delete “class A“’and substitute ‘“FinishA“.

5,1.4.3, line 6: Insert after “straps”. “Conforming to type I or IV, Finish A
of QQ-s-781”.

* 5.2, line 3, after ‘“MIL-STD-129”:Delete “;” and add “, or MIL-STD-1188, as
applicable.”

I PAGE 9

6.2 (b): Delete “(see 1.2)” and substitute ‘“(see1.2 and 3.3)”.

I Add new paragraph 6.4.

“6.4 Recycled material. It is encouraged that recycled material be used when
practical as long as it meets the requirements of the specification. (see 3.1).’”

NOTE: The margins of this amendment are marked with an asterisk to indicate
where changes (additions,modifications~ corrections~ deletions) from the
previous issue were made. This was done as a convenience only and the
Government assumes no liability whatsoever for any inaccuracies in
these notations.

●
Bidders and contractors are cautioned to evaluate the”

requirements of this document based on the entire content irrespective of
the marginal notations and relationship to the last previous amendment.
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Custodians:

Army - GL
Navy - SA
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k.. Review activities:

Army - MD
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Preparing activity:

Army - GL
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User activity:

Navy - MC
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